
Good Practice Case Study

English is fun: 

Play more, like more, speak more

School: Mei Lam Estate To Kwong Kindergarten

Project teachers: Cheung Yee-man, Veronica Wu Yun-suang, Yolinda

Supporting officer: Clara Pei



School Background

Photos of the school



Joining ‘Quality English Language 
Education at Pre-primary Level’ Project

• Project years: 2008/2010

• No. of project teachers: 4

• Project class levels: K2 & K3



The School’s Expectations on the Project
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Opportunities

Project
teachers

Learned some new 

teaching strategies
Tried out some 

teaching strategies

Gained some experiences in 
planning units of activities



Challenges

The book was too long 
for children to enjoy reading.

It was not easy to 
get children involved and 

engaged in learning the language items 
in that book. 

Let’s Make a Pizza



Challenges

Some K3 children were not confident 

in using English.

It was difficult to provide children 
in a big class with ample
speaking opportunities.



Aims to Achieve
� K3 teachers would like to

Help children enjoy 

reading the story

Provide children with 
speaking opportunities

Help children learn
some language items

Help children speak
English with confidence



How to Achieve

Plan for a unit of English language activities 

based on children’s interest and 

guidelines from the Curriculum Guide

Make use of different teaching strategies 
to conduct English language activities



Rationale

� According to the 

SCOLAR report in 2003,

…young children should be exposed to 
languages through purposeful and enjoyable activities…



Rationale
� According to the Guide to the Pre-primary Curriculum (2006), the 

learning objectives for children in learning a second language 
(English) are:

•Develop interest in learning English:

�Listen to and read stories and nursery rhymes; and

�Recognise and make use of vocabulary related to

their everyday life or what interests them

•Listen to and understand simple conversations in 

everyday life; and

•Sing or recite nursery rhymes and employ simple words 

used in everyday life



Rationale
� The Guide to the Pre-primary Curriculum (2006) also stated that

Children learn through their life experiences, 

sensory stimulation and interesting activities. 
Through play, they can learn in a 

self-motivated committee, 
pleasurable, relaxing and effective manner.



Teaching Strategies Adopted for 
English Language Activities
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Method
• Set a time frame
• Plan for a unit of English activities for the 
story ‘Let’s Make a Pizza’ with different 
activities

• Use different teaching strategies to make 
the unit interesting

• Provide speaking opportunities at different 
ways-whole class, small groups, individuals

• Provide children with language input (listening) 
before speaking



Time Frame
� 2008 Sept-2010 Feb

�Join the project

�Attend the workshops

�Co-plan and co-teach the English activities with the 
officer

�Try out different strategies to conduct shared reading 
activities

� 2010 Mar
�Plan a unit for the book ‘Let’s Make a Pizza’

� 2010 Apr-Jun
�Try out the unit of ‘Let’s Make a Pizza’

� 2010 Jun
�Reflect on the unit tryout
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Speaking Opportunities in 
Shared Reading Activities

Presenting the text

1st Reading

�Invited children to guess who 
made the pizza in the story

�Prompted children to talk about 
the book cover (e.g. tomato, 
cheese, pizza, etc)

�Invited children to make guesses 
during the reading (e.g. flour, butter, 
corn, onion, etc)



Speaking Opportunities in 
Shared Reading Activities

2nd Reading

3rd Reading

�Prompted children to say the 
target words (e.g. flour, bowl, water, 
milk)

�Discussed with children a topic 
related to the story (e.g. Do you 
like pizza? Does it look yummy?)

�Invited children to join in 
reading aloud the book



Speaking Opportunities in 
Games

Game: What is missing?

�Provided children with 
opportunities to use the vocabulary 
(e.g. milk, butter) during the game

�Invited children to tell what was 
missing after the teacher had taken 
one object out



Speaking Opportunities in 
Drama Games

Drama Game: Fruit Bowl

�Provided opportunities for 
children to listen to the target 
words (e.g. flour, bowl, water)

�Prompted children to say the 
target words



Speaking Opportunities in 
Drama Games

Drama Game: Cooking Fun

�Prompted children to talk about 
the ingredients (e.g. cheese, 
onions) before the activity

�Invited children to give 
instructions with teacher by using 
the sentences (e.g. Put in…. and 
mix it.) learned from the story



Speaking Opportunities in 
Show-and-tell Activities

My Pizza

�Provided opportunities for 
children to show and talk about 
their pizza by saying:

I am _________.

This is my pizza.

Some (ham/ cheese/ corn/ onions) 
on my pizza.

I like my pizza very much.



Speaking Opportunities in 
Storytelling Activities

Story: What Would You Like

�Invited children to make 
predictions (e.g. What animal 
would come to help the boy? What 
food would it bring?) during 
storytelling

�Prompted children to echo the 
teacher by saying ‘No, I wouldn’t.’
when listening to the story



Speaking Opportunities in 
Real-life Experience Activities

Making Snacks

�Prompted children to echo the teacher by 

saying ‘No, I wouldn’t.’ during the lead-in 

activity

�Prompted children to talk about the 

ingredients (e.g. cheese, ham, butter)

�Provided children with opportunities to 

express their preference by saying ‘Cheese/ 

Ham/ Butter/ Corn, please.’

�Provided children with opportunities to 

show politeness by saying ‘thank you’ after 

getting the food



Findings

• Teachers reported that children were interested in 
reading the book ‘Let’s Make a Pizza’ and other 
English storybooks.

• Teachers found that some shy and less able children 
showed willingness and some confidence in speaking 
English.

• Children were familiar with the target words learned 
from the English language activities.

• Children were able to read aloud the book ‘Let’s Make 
a Pizza’ with confidence.

• Parents reported that their children were willing to 
use the target words at home.



Teachers’ Reflection

� Difficulties encountered by teachers:
�Not be confident in their classroom English.

�Worried about making mistakes during video-
shooting.

�Lacked questioning and prompting skills in eliciting 
children’s response in English.

�Special arrangement (e.g. a room with more space 
and less furniture) was needed for drama games 
and real-life experience activities.



Teachers’ Reflection

�Difficulties encountered by children:
�Had difficulties in understanding prediction 
questions.

�Lacked vocabulary to respond to teacher’s 
questions in English.



Conclusion

�For teachers’ teaching
�Teachers need to plan all the details (e.g. 
the relevant description/questions for 
prompting children to make predictions 
during reading) of the procedures for 
conducting English activities.

�Teachers need to have more awareness of 
providing sufficient opportunities and 
support for children to use the language.

�Teachers need some skills of questioning 
and prompting for eliciting children’s 
response in English.



Conclusion

�For children’s learning
�More children showed interest and 
willingness in learning and speaking English 
through a variety of pressure-free 
activities.

�Children in a big class could take 
participation in using the target words 
through a variety of English activities.



The Way Forward

�After the project, the school takes initiative 
in making changes to the school-based 
curriculum and helping sustain the project in 
the school.

� Different strategies and teaching materials 
are adopted and a variety of English activities 
will be conducted in the following year.



The Way Forward
� In 2010/11, different teaching materials and teaching strategies

are adopted in all levels for exposing children to English 
language.
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Recommendations for Other 
Teachers

• Teachers are recommended to
– arouse children’s interest in reading stories 
through a variety of fun-filled and playful 
activities e.g. shared reading, drama games, 
storytelling, etc.

– build up children’s confidence in speaking English 
by providing them with sufficient speaking 
opportunities and support during English language 
activities.

– Consolidate children’s learning of target language 
items by providing opportunities for them to listen 
to/say/ use the target language items during 
English language activities.
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